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Abstract: The space and the physical time are interdependent on each other. There are asymmetric distributions of space points in the Universe and because of that, there are asymmetries in resultant macroscopic times in different local areas (any local area has only even distribution of space points within the area, as a result, the resultant time is symmetric within the local area which means that the resultant time is same at every point within the local area but asymmetric between different local areas which means every local area has a unique resultant time). Similar reasoning can be put forward is that because the Universe has different local areas having symmetrical macroscopic resultant time within the local area and asymmetric resultant macroscopic times among different local areas, there are asymmetric distribution of space points in the Universe. In those many local areas, there are different resultant macroscopic times with different directions compared to x-axis which means that different macroscopic times sometime add each other and sometime cancel out each other to limit the real time (component along x-axis) to be within the psychological recognition range. Now, any local area can be as tiny as an atom or as big as more than a solar system or may be as large as a galaxy. The local area is that particular area where all space points are evenly distributed and because of that the macroscopic resultant time of that area is such that we can measure the same macroscopic resultant time in any particular point of that area. This is the macroscopic appearance of the physical time that can be recognizable by psychology. The resultant macroscopic time can be calculated by adding of all unit vector of time associated with each space point of a local area and finding out the real component part of the resultant macroscopic time along the x-axis which is the effective time movement of that local area. If for any local area consists of only vertically directed time vector, it implies that there is no real part of component of the physical time along the x-axis, thus no time flows in that area at least within the range of vision of psychology. If any local area consists of points with associated time vectors parallel to the x-axis, all unit vector of time associated with each space point will add up, and the resultant macroscopic time will only be increased along the x-axis. The bigger the local area, the more addition of unit time vectors associated with each point of that local area, the faster the macroscopic time flow in that local area. If the whole universe would be totally uniform in space point distribution and if the unit times are directed along the x-axis, the resultant macroscopic time vector would be infinitely fast at least on the psychological point of view. But there is in-built non-uniformity in space point distribution in the Universe so that the physical time slows down to a level that psychology can put a number on that and it makes ease and comfortable to go with along. Thus the asymmetry of the Universe puts limit to the physical time flow and time flows at different rate at the different local areas (having symmetry within the local area which can be termed as local area of symmetry) of the Universe.
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1. Introduction and Theory

The Earth is composed of many types of matter at different states, for example- solid, liquid and gas [1, 2]. If each atom (or might be a quark) can be treated as a point (elemental representation of macroscopic spatial dimensions such as length, width and height [3, 4]) which does not have any macroscopic dimension of itself [5, 6]. Thus, each atom has a unit time vector associated with it in a particular direction. And a slight variation is there with the direction of unit time vector of a gold atom compared to a silver atom. Any gold mine can be a local area of time symmetry if in that local area only pure gold is available. Any pond or river or sea or ocean can be a local area of water which has something other macroscopic time compared to gold mine. Also the magnitude of the resultant macroscopic time of ocean is way way larger than a gold mine simply because ocean has way way more $H_2O$ atoms compared to the Gold atoms in the gold mine [7, 8]. Oxygen ($O_2$) has different macroscopic time compared to Nitrogen ($N_2$) in the air. Similar thing applies to all other gases that form our atmosphere. Now, what is the macroscopic resultant time for the air itself? It is addition and subtraction of unit time vectors of all molecules (or all local areas of symmetry, if any) in the air. Because the resultant times of each type of molecules (or local areas) are at different directions, the resultant macroscopic times are subtracted way more than added by the same type of molecules. It is because the variety of molecules is more than similarity of molecules. If the air would be of same type of molecule, the resultant macroscopic time would be faster than the air of present state (a mixture). Because there are huge variety of molecules in the solid and liquid in the Earth makes the resultant macroscopic times of solid and liquid in the earth slower and slower. The variation of matter states in the Earth such as solid, liquid and gas makes the resultant time of the Earth further slow down. Matter is nothing but
the space deformation, different types of matter have different degree of space deformations. There are very very less deformation of the space points in the free space. Also free space does not have that much variety of space points deformations compared to Earth. Thus the free space forms bigger local area than the local areas in the Earth. These are the reasons that the resultant macroscopic time runs faster in the free space compared to the Earth. If the Earth would be of more variety of atoms, the resultant macroscopic time would run slower than the present real Earth. If the Earth would be of more similar types of atoms (having less variety of different atoms), the resultant macroscopic time of Earth would be faster than the present real world. Thus, different space deformations made different variety of atoms. The more variety in an area (Earth), the further slowdown of the resultant macroscopic time is of that area. The highest deformation of space possible in the present state of the Universe is none other than Black Holes; thus time runs slowest possible inside the Black Holes. It is not unreasonable to assume that the unit time vectors associated with each point in the Black Holes are more towards the imaginary axis; thus the real component of it is very very lower in magnitude, the reason, the real time that psychology understands runs slower in the Black Holes [9, 10].

2. Analysis of Unit Time Vectors Associated with Different States of Matter

There are different states of matters such as solid, liquid and gas [11, 12]. Gas is less compressed compared to liquid [13, 14]; thus gas has less space deformation compared to liquid. For a pure gas, the resultant macroscopic time vector is more horizontal compared to the resultant time vector of a pure liquid. For a pure solid, the resultant time vectors are more vertical compared to liquid and gas. Because the resultant time vector of a solid has less real part component compared to liquid of same amount, the resultant macroscopic time runs slower in solid compared to liquid of the same amount.

Figure 1: For a same amount of gas, atom’s unit vector are more horizontal and thus the real time (x-axis component) is larger for pure gas compared to pure liquid and pure solid.

Figure 2: For a same amount of liquid, atom’s unit vector are less horizontal and thus the real time (x-axis component) is lower for pure liquid compared to pure gas but larger compared to pure solid.

Figure 3: For a same amount of solid, atom’s unit vector are least horizontal (almost vertical) and thus the real time (x-axis component) is lowest for pure solid compared to pure gas and pure liquid.

3. How the Variety of Atoms Effect The Physical Time and the Gravity on Earth

The Earth is composed of many types of matter at different states, for example- solid liquid and gas [15]. Each types of matter have different resultant time vectors. Because Earth is a mixture of many varieties of atoms [16, 17], the unit time vectors are scattered in an area of Earth [18, 19]. Because the Earth is composed of mostly solid and liquid [20, 21] which has very very less real part component of unit time vector, the resultant macroscopic time of Earth runs slower than compared to the free space.

Each space point is associated with its gravitational force. Thus any area of free space also has gravity and we also have individual gravity as a living being [22, 23]. But gravity is directly proportional to the degree of deformation of space. Because solids are highly deformed compared to liquid and gas of the same amount, solid has highest
gravitational force. Because gravity is a collective force [24, 25], it is effective with massive body and of long range [26, 27]. Because the Earth has variety in different types of atoms [28, 29], the gravity is not uniform everywhere as predicted by Newton’s law of gravity. Also space-time curve also not uniform as predicted by Einstein’s general theory of relativity. The following figure shows non-uniformity of space-time.

4. Conclusion

There are asymmetric distributions of space points in the Universe makes the resultant macroscopic time limited in the Universe. If the Universe would be entirely uniform, the Universe would have infinite speed of time. The Black Holes have huge imaginary component of time and negligible real part, as psychology only understand the real part of time, the physical time runs too slow inside the Black Holes. Every space point has its own gravity and different types of atom have different strength of gravitational force. This is the reason Earth gravity is non-uniform all around which contradicts Newton’s theory of gravity which tells us that the gravity is independent of the body of which it is made of. Also non-uniformity of gravity of Earth shows that the space-time curvature is non-uniform which contradicts Einstein’s theory of general relativity. In reality, it is distorted curvature of space-time. Due to non-uniformity of Earth, the slowness of time is very very tiny compared to the free space and gravity variation is so less all around the Earth, we can safely ignore them on psychological ground. That is our trend of progress as we feel what to do with a 0.00000000000016 compared to 10,000. With that set of mind, we can safely ignore the non-uniformity of space-time curvature and gravitational variation to serve our purpose. Because the calculations are not of the purest form, it is abstract and deviation from idealism which serves our purpose till date.
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